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LOCAL NOTES
Aaah, nothing like the onset of a good oldfashioned NW fall. It's cold, dark, and
miserable all the time. Damn, this is gonna be a long
winter
Well, lots of good things are going on in
Bellingham, atleast as far as music. First off,
there's a new band in town called the Seizures.
They're ex-members of Stalin's Order (and some
other bands). Wow, what a cool band. They just
played their fust show at the Humdinger is late
October and they blew me away. Only eithteen
and they rock harder than most bands in their
prime. Look for a lot of good things to come
from these kids (I'm getting old, so yes, I'm
gonna call them kids).
There's another cool band making its mark
on Bellingham. The Star Spangled Bastards
opened up for Man or Astroman on Halloween
and from what I hear, put on a good set. They've
got some pretty good shows comin'. up, opening
up for Federation X on the 20th and Chokebore
(with Sharpie) in December.
Colville Melody are playing a lot around
town and have a CD coming out soon. No word
yet on the exact release date, but soon, my children, very, very soon.
Smash Your Guitar is moving into the old
Green Acres place (next to Stuart's). Looks like

they'll also be earring LP's, which should be pretty good. Tom's been getting in a lot of vintage
equipment lately, so check it out.
Fat Albert Rotunda are gonna be having a
weekly gig over at Father John's Pub.
Wednesday night, lots o' funk, should be cool.
IV's finished their latest record and are
saving up some money to release it (they don't
want to half-ass the whole thing-what a concept).
Hopefully it, ll be out in the next month or so.
They've also changed bass players, bringing on
Corey Jacobs, who used to be with Rambis and
Volume 11 (who, by the way have split up).
Federation X has a record out. LP only,
which kinda sucks, but you gotta do what you
gotta do I guess. It's Fed X, so it sounds fucking
cool. They captured the live sound really well,
which most bands never seem to be able to
accomplish. Pick up the record at local stores
around town.
There's a local radio show up on campus
again. It's on Sunday's from 9-11 and is being
DJ'd by Matt Fuller (ex-Humdinger House booking guy). If you're in a band, get you're shit up
to him. Two hours is a lot of time to fill, so I bet
he'll play most anything given to him.
Kurt has left My Friends and I. Gossip is
flying around as too why, but it really doesn't
matter. I hear they're looking for a replacement
drummer and hoping to continue on with the project. Kurt's got some good things goin' on, which
hopefully we'll be able to report next month.

Twang Factor Four are taking a break.
Sometimes ya just need a break, ya know.
Frankie, the infamous leader of the Showoff
Gallery has a new band. It's yet unamed, but
includes John (you might remember him from the
Malt Liquor Drunk Fest from a couple issues
ago), Summer, and a mysterious fourth member.
Stay tuned.
Speaking of the Showoff, they've been
getting, some great bands in there lately. They've
really picked up the all-ages scene and are carrying it on their shoulders. The crowd's have been
great and people have been really into it. Cool,
cool, cool.
Looks like Eureka Farm headin' out on tour
in late November. No official word yet as to were
they're goin', but it doesn't really matier. Hittin'
the road is hittin' the road.
I think we might end up getting our website
together.
Again, it's gonna be whatsupmagazine.com. It'll probably be pretty slow in
coming, but bare with me, I got lots of shit to do.
Finally, I'd really like to thanks everyone
one who's been putting effort into the magazine.
I don't know if all you readers realize this, but we
don't make a dime doing this. It's pretty much
just for the love and for the music community. A
lot of people donate their time to help keep this
going. Thanks you for that, this couldn' t be done
without you.
-Brent Cole
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LOrAL SPOTLIGHT THE MEGABRATS
After playing together for about a year, Bellingham punk outfit, The Megabrats are starting to garner some attention lately; recently on Oct. 15 they played their first bar show at the
Up & Up to a fairly good sized crowd, considering that Paul, Monkey, Monkey, Monkey,
Pacer, and Jill Brazil were all playing next door. And in addition to that milestone, they recently were chosen to have their first album, Wake Up at the Albini Tavern, released by new label
Pool or Pond as their first venrure into the indie world.
Making up this four piece are Zach, on guitar and vocals, and his cousin Lucas, the one
underage member of the band, banging away behind his kit, JT rounds out the guitar do and
Matt solidifies everything manned with his bass guitar.
These guy's won' t try to to claim that they' re breaking, or pushing musical boundaries:
They're plenty happy playing relatively simple, but pleasing punk songs. But, I feel it should
be noted the shear wonder of the scratchiest vocals you' 11 hear in town. Trashily blissful!
The Megabrats aren't a band that's caught up in image or antics. You won't see these
guys executing theatrical moves or posing like runway models while they're onstage. I)ley
come to play and they play hard-no bulshit ego-tripping with this band. Being that most of the
band's time has been spent jamming in
basements with no one around, they
convey a rare (and almost un-punk)
modesty that makes tl,lem more
accessible to the average ·audience.
If you missed these noteworthy
boys at the Up & Up, look for future
shows at some or all of the all-ages
venues in town.
-K. Scott

LOCAl SHOWS
This show was fucking cool. It's good to
see women dominating the music scene for
once. Too Bad That Lesbians Taken played a
hard rocking, rough-edged set. After their
short set, the crowd grew considerably. I was
surprised to see more than double the skimpy
crowd that the Showoff can usually pull
together, and these bands did not disappoint.
MeMe America conveyed a sound that
was almost psychedelic, and they played with
a cool video background. Their music was
both dark and dreamy at the same time. This
band was unlike anything I've seen.
The Automaticans were the hardest
rocking band of the night. They. were loud,
obnoxious, and in your face. It was impossible
to stand still while these rockers played. Its
been a while since I've been so impressed with
a band; my only disappointment was that their
CD isn't out yet.
The Need had a hard rocking but sparse
sound. I was really digging the unique sound
of the vocals. The guitarist was talented and

technical, and the drummer played with almost
mechanical precision.
-Ami Ransom

Super amazing. Sold Out. Rarely have I
been so amazed by a performance. Never have I
been so amazed by one person doing the
performing. Let me start by saying that Kelly
Joe Phelps is probably the best show I've seen in
years. There may be artists that are better
technical slide guitar players, but few, if any,
who play with more emotion. For anyone who
has seen Ben Harper cut loose on slide for those
solo moments, imagine that for a few hours. For
the three plus hours of the show (minus a short
break), he rocked the house so to speak. It was
my first time to see him, but it won't be my last.
If you have the chance, go. It's worth it.
At best I felt completely in awe of this
one man who could make you laugh during
song breaks and make you want to cry on the
opening note of the next song. Kelly Joe
Phelps is, "the blues".

GREAT! Eureka Farm swirled their way
through at least a dozen songs, a terrific mix of
old and new material. They seemed more
polished than the last time I saw them. Playing
with more confidence, they showed that art
rock-or what ever you want to call it-can
transfer over to a live setting with surprising
ease. If you've never seen these kids live, I
highly recommend that you do so.
Juno was the only band that I hadn' t seen

-Loren Kollmar

As much as the Viking Union sucks as a
venue to see a show, I was in high spirits to see
the bands lined up for AS Pop Music's first
concert of the year. With the renovations
taking place at the VU, the stage was in a new
location with the capacity limited to a mere 200
or so. This created an intimate surrounding
(something lacking at the University for some
time now), allowing those who really wanted
to be there to be surrounded by like minded
folks who weren't out just to see "a show."
Pau! were first on stage and provided a
wall of intense noise unparalleled by any band
in Bellingham. Having no lyrics to their songs,
it's easy to get lost in the quality of this bands
musicianship. While it appeared that each
member was to be in their own little world,
they were still able to play off one another with
the precision of an ER doctor. It kind of makes
you wonder if they were connected by a central
brain, or at least some kind of telepathy. I was
sad to hear that this band is calling it quits
(Trevor is leaving our fine city). Their rocking
jam sessions added something unique to our
music scene ... they will be missed by many.
Having not seen Eureka Farm for some
time now, I was curious to hear how songs
from their new album would sound live. Only
one word was needed to answer my curiosity:
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before, and I kind of wish I still hadn't. While
I've heard people say their CD is absolutely
fab, by no means was I impressed by their
stage show or presence. Yeah, they rock, and
yeah, they have three guitarists on stage, but I
simply could not get over their contrived stage
antics. The lead singer had this whole Oasis
thing going on that ruined my chance for
enjoying the music. I had to go outside and
have a smoke before I puked.
I came back just in time for Death Cab for
Cutie's set. It had been some time since these
kids had graced any stage in Bellingham and
all you had to do was look around to see that
they were the reason most of the crowd was
even there. These fellow simply can't put on a
poor show. Mixing songs from Something
About... with their new tunes kept the audience
excited, singing along with the ones they knew
and marveling over the ones they didn't.
Whoever was working the sound board did a
terrific job; it was the first time I could hear
every little note the band played. The best part
was seeing Nathan back behind the drum kit.
Although I never saw the replacement
drummer, I couldn't imagine DCFC without

Nathan. They ended the evening with a special
treat, inviting Abi Hall (ex-Pacer) to join them
on state to sing "Line of Best Fit." To hear her
and Ben harmonize was purely magical. You
couldn't find a more perfect way to go stumbling off into the night.
-Jason Dom.

JB Tavern

Good old fucking rock and roll. It's nice
to see it making a strong comeback in little
old Bellingham. Bands that have ditched the
indie rock pretension for rock and roll are
springing up like weeds. This Saturday had
three of the better rock and roll bands in the
area.
The show, which was supposed to have
the Star Spangled Bastards headlining (they
backed out at the last minute due to the bass
player getting the flu), started out with a
bang. Trash Train, Stanwood's favorite rock
and roll band, belted through a forty minute
blistering set of rockabilly rock and roll. You
could definitely tell that the band has been
together for a number of years, they had a

band that young should. The songwriting
presence that you usually don't find at the
was excellent and their energy was frantic,
Humdinger.
yet controlled. A couple of times, when you
Next up were the Megabrats. They were
could tell they really were clicking, a chill
pretty cool, with a Ramones-esque sound.
went down my spine. I knew I was watching
The only drawback was that they looked like
something that someday I could tell my
they could use some better equipment to fill
grandkids. The Seizures are an unbelievable
out their sound more.
band and I expect really, really big things
The last band was The Seizures, which
from these kids.
is made up of different members of Stalin's
Order, along with guys from different local
-Brent Cole
underage bands. The band, which was a last
minute
replacement
for
the
Bastards,
were
playing their first
show, but you'd
never have known
it.
Simply put,
they
fucking
rocked.
Moving
Discount recording packages for bands
away from punk
& musicians. • Includes free COs
and more into the
Hellacopters
Lots of tube mics, pre's,
realm,
The
digital
and vintage gear
Seizures
played
~
with
more
intensity
and
intelligence than a
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by rocking out in a punk program that fits
your personal rockin ' needs. I recommend
starting out your exercise with a workout with
The Bobbyteens newest release, Fast Living
& Rock 'N Roll.

FAST LIVIN & ROCK 'N ROLL
If you took the movie Grease, punked it
out, soaked it in cocktails from the Ranch
Room and replaced John Travolta with Sid
Vicious, you ' d probably wind up with a
soundtrack much like the Bobbyteens latest
album, Fast Livin & Rock 'N Roll.
Laced with lots of ear-friendly and harmonious vocals by bassist Danielle Pimrn,
guitarist Lisa Schenberg, and drummer
Russell Quan, lead singer Tina Lucchesi
weaves through fifteen poppy punk rock sing-alongs in an incredible 29 minutes and 6 seconds.
Every single song on the CD has that upbeat and
simple, yet infectious, Ramones type quality to
it. I guess when you just play to rock and have
fun, you simply can't go wrong; this album
epitomizes that concept.
With no agenda other than sex, drugs,
and rock 'n' roll, your head will be free from
intrusive thought provoking material like
some of those lame ass smart kids bands.
With pure rock you have a constant means of
escaping reality by soaking your ears in its
mood elevating and stress relieving
properties. So help yourself stay mentally fit

-K. Scott

noted that the backup and lead vocals by
Serene, the other guitarist, are a very welcome
smooth and soft addition to this outfit. Kinda
like that really good whipped frosting is to an
expensive cake. Add to that they have an
interesting and pretty different sound from the
hard rock norm of the current scene, and you
should be ready to give these guys (and girl) a
chance.
-K. Scott

This demo is going to soon be a 7 inch to
be released in late December with Free Smut
and their alter egos The Cool Kids playing a
release gig at the Showoff Gallery in early
January. Dates are tentative right now, so be
watching for some signs of action . It's only a
matter of time until they pop up swinging and
stomping.
This recording is in its early stages, but
for the hollow DIY sound it has, the music has
a lot of character to it. It has many flavors as
the songs flow through a lot of changes. A
piano is successfully incorporated in a few
songs by Reed, one of the guitarists, and
provides a soft edge to the often harder guitar
lines and consistent percussion by Ben.
The vocals, by Rodney, have a snarling
attractiveness to them not unlike a handsome
dingo in heat. That last description was purely for my entertainment, so it should be disregarded and replaced by the fact that his vocals
are a great fit to this band. It should also be

As of December 1st we wiLt be located betwe
and Stu ar'4$ Coffee Shop ••.• ••.•
'i:Many Strats ana Les Pauls in s
*Independent Record Section Com

The first time I saw this duo live was at
the Showoff with Eureka Farm and Jill Brazil
last year. Their set was instantly engaging and
powerfully impressive. I have always admired
singing drummers for their ability to "multitask" and I was astonished that both members
were talented enough to do so. While the
furry-hat wearing woman manned the drums
and head-set mic, the mesh-hat wearing male
stood poised behind a Hammond keyboard
playing bass and pedal-pressing an organ like
octave of pedals. My eyes soon closed to
enjoy this ride and an awkward feeling
creeped within which made my existence
seem profound, directed and purposeful.
When I finally got this tape, I found out the
reason for the feeling. From the first few notes
and snare hits of the opener "Downtown," it
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Moon clothil'li

quickly became obvious that this five song
cassette was the epic soundtrack for the tale of
the listener's life. With the spacey Moog and
keyboards in tracks like "O.K." and "I Miss
You," it's hard not to feel like the lead actor in
some futuristic sci-fi movie when listening to
this tape. Though my favorite track is the
instrumental "Moon Patrol," which sounds a
lot like
David Bowie's "Crystal Japan," the haunting
vocals throughout the rest of tape are sure to
find you lost in some David Lynch dreamscape. Wanna be a moviestar? I suggest you
head to Cellophane Square and pick this tape
up for a couple of bucks. Then wait for a
nightfall with a swollen moon, pop "Five
Songs" into your car stereo and merge yourself onto the Charm of the Highway Strip.
-Matt Fu

It's refreshing when a record comes
along which accomplishes its intended
purpose. Few records exist as unified bodies
of work from start to finish. 10 Instrumentals
for Film and Television and Radio does
exactly this, however and does so in an
interesting way.
What this record contains is a cohesive
mix of music which was written, performed
and produced by Jim Ward Morris. Every
track for each song was laid down by Morris,
so each song was stated by the same person in
a number of different ways. This fact comes
through strongly in the purity of each song on
this record. Each song revolves around one
direct musical idea, and Morris uses an
impressive variety of instrumentation and
studio techniques to present each idea in a
developed and thought-out fashion. Part of
the original idea for this record was to arrange
music which could be used as background for
visual media such as film or television. In this
visual context, the music is very strong. Each
song contains its own sort of sonic imagery,
but remains
simplistic enough to
accommodate and enhance a wide range of
visual presentations. A soundtrack of sorts
could be a good way to describe this record.
This record was also intended to contain
music which could be used as transitions and
bits for expressive editing in radio. The music
makes much sense in this context as well. The
music communicates quickly and directly-quite an accomplishment which deserves
recognition.
As a listening experience, 10
instrumentals delivers a range of creative
recording and mixing techniques. Morris uses
a great blend of rootsy, bluesy instruments and
achieves great tones with each one. The mix is
bold, and the music spreads out and reaches
far, allowing plenty of room for a variety of

interpretations. Each piece is thorough, simple,
and subtly captivating. The record contains no
vocals, which adds a haunting energy to the
music ....Anthems for one's choosing.
Morris displays an impressive ability to
produce a record which does what it is meant
to do. This fact is exactly what allows 10
Instrumentals to do so much more.
-Phil Perdue

Rock journalist, I am not.
Cool
metaphors, I am lacking. I recently witnessed
a band that was actually from Detroit, as
opposed to a band that merely sounds like
they are from Detroit. I was talking to a friend
of mine about the novelty of seeing a real
Detroit band, and the conversation inevitably
turned to the lame practice of rock journalists
using geography to describe bands. You know
the drill. There are a whole slew of cities
which have a "sound" which journalists use to
describe new bands who have nothing to do
with those cities.
Seattle, Detroit,
Bakersfield,
Nashville,
Memphis,
Bellingham. The list is endless.
So, I agreed with my friend that this
practice is very annoying, and I said I

.·

wouldn't do it. But, a rock journalist, I am
not. I can't come up with anything better to
describe Vancouver B.C.'s The Spitfires than
to say that they sound like they are from
Cleveland circa 1977. And, that is a good
thing. I haven't heard a band do Cleveland as
well as the Spitfires. In fact, I will go so far
as to say that they are probably better than a
lot of bands who are or were actually from
Cleveland. Their self-titled Estrus 7" should
help to prove my case. Side A's "Cut Me
Some Slack" is one minute and thirty-seven
seconds of pure rock-n-roll. It's fast and dirty
and noisy, and it's catchy enough to make you
want to put the needle in the groove over and
over again. "Rag Days" on side B is very cool
as well, although I kept hearing the word
"society" in the chorus. I hope they're not
getting political. Art Chantry turns in another
excellent sleeve design. If you missed their
show with Dead Moon and Federation X on
the 29th of last month, kill yourself now. If
you' re still alive, go buy this record.
-Nick Volenec

Ya gotta love the concept of this seven
inch, put out by local spewers of rock and roll,

Estrus Records. On tour back in May, the
Quadrajets and the Hellacopters got together
in a studio in Alabama and recorded two
songs
as
one
band.
The
HellaJets/QuadraCopters single included five
guitar players, and the prominent players for
each band on their side.
Side A (I think) was the QuadraCopters
covering an old BB King song, "Think It
Over." The band included the Quadrajets,
plus the two guitar players for the
Hellacopters. The song is fun and rockin' just
like most everything the Quadrajets do, they
just have a couple more guys fucking around
on the guitar. It's southern, it rocks, it's the
QuadraCopters.
Side B is the HellaJets pulling off some
more good old rock and roll. This time, it's
the Hellacopters, plus the three guitarists for
the Quadrajets. The sound is similar to side
A, but with less of a southern influence.
Either way, its sounds like rock.
Side A and B both sound like they were
recorded in one take, continuously.. As if they
were all sitting in the studio, cut the first song,
changed the instruments and cut the second.
You can hear Chet from the Quadrajets
talking on side A and then he finishes his
sentence on Side B. It adds to the rawness of
the whole record.
The coolness of this single doesn't just
lie in the sounds of the music. The cover art

is amazing. On the front you ' ve got a Jack
Daniels bottle sitting right between a bottle of
Wild Turkey and Southern Comfort (which
are only half visible). On the Jack Daniels
bottle, the label reads "The QuadraCopters"
and "Quality Alabama Sonic Mash Rock-NRoll" among other things. Then, as the single's flipped. Side B is the same concept, but
instead it's a bottle of Absolute sandwiched
between Barcardi light rum and Seagrams
Gin. It read "Country of Sweden Hellajets"
and underneath states "Rock has been sold
under the name Hellajets since 1999." It's one
the coolest cover ideas I've seen.
Of course, in fine Estrus tradition, the
color vinyl looks like beer.
This single is only a one off, which is
cool and disappointing at the same time. So,
get the single while you can.
-Brent Cole
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Well,
once
again, it's time
for What's Up to
help you crazy
rock and rollers
out there get
going in the
m

u
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- - - - - - - - - - - ' "business." Of
course, if you're really into "making it,"
you've probably read a ton of books on how
the business works and you don't need my
help. Well, screw you then. This column,
once again, is to help out the little guy/girl
who 's into music, but doesn't really know how
to get going. Last month, we looked at getting
a show and making a press kit. This month,
we're gonna step back a little bit and look at
recording a demo. Of course, this column will
also be applicable to recording your double
album that's gonna change the face of rock and
roll, but for now, we'll just keep it small and at
the "demo" level.
The first, and most important, step in making your demo is deciding the quality you'd
like to achieve. Sometimes a band wants to
come right out of the gun with a top notch CD
as their demo, and other times a simple four
track is good enough. Here's the run down on
the different quality levels of demos, where to
achieve this quality, and the benefits/drawbacks of each.
The first and most obvious level of demo is
the simple four track recording-we don't want
to even acknowledge the simple boom box
recording because this sucks so bad you don't
want to use it as a demo. A band is never taken
seriously if this is the best they can do. For
god's sake, this is your band, at least spend a
little dough and have it done right.

OK, back to four track demo's. When doing
a four track demo, you're obviously sacrificing
quality. for price. If you are in a band that's
just starting out, you probably don't want to
spend the money on a real pro demo because
you're not at that level yet. Most bands know
at least one person who's got a four track and a
couple of mics. You can set up in your practice
space, re-record over your mistakes as often as
you'd like, and it doesn't cost you anything
more than a regular cassette tape. Of course,
unless you know what you're doing, the sound
quality could suck and the recording might not
come out well enough to send to clubs. This is
the risk you have to take (obviously, if you can
get a friend who knows what they're doing to
record you, this would help) . For bands just
starting out, the four track option is usually
pretty good, though eventually embarrassing.
If the band grows and succeeds, you'll cringe
at the idea that you've sent this low-quality
demo to clubs and maybe even sold it to fans.
But, such is life.
The next level up is the low cost studio.
Last year, there used to be more of these, but
then the Etch a Sketch and Hall of Justice
studio's moved out of town and there seems to
be a real void. The low cost studio is usually
run by someone who's taken a lot of classes in
recording, but is still learning the whole
process. The quality will be a lot better than the
demo;, there's usually a bigger mixing board,
more channels to record to, and sometimes
different effects for the drums and other
instruments. Of course, this process costs
money, so there's definitely a risk involved.
A little bit above the low cost studio is good
old Fairhaven Studios at WWU. This can be a
difficult studio to get into, they've got classes
filling up the time slots, usually, but if you can

get in there with someone who knows what
they ' re doing, the studio produces a pretty
good sound, pretty damn cheap. If you're
lucky enough to find a second level recording
student, you can get your demo made for free.
All of the second level students have to do a
recording project, and if you're it, you've hit
the jackpot. It's free and the quality's good.
Of course, if you've hooked up with someone
who sucks, that won't be good. But time is the
only thing you'lllose (generally).
The final level of recording is the pro
studio. This should be left for bands who
don't suck. These studios cost money, so if
you're just getting your shit together, this isn't
the step you want to take. But, if you've got a
pretty good band and want a damn good
recording , then this is the way to go. There are
a couple different local options: Turtle
Recording Studio in White Rock (a new studio
where the exchange rate really works in your
favor), Binary Studio (a lot of local bands have
made great recordings out here) and Bayside
studio (which by Spring will have a whole new
huge space right downtown). All three of
these places are excellent possibilities, a band
just needs to visit the studio's and decide who
they think will best capture the sound for the
best price. Either route you take, you'll come
out of it spending some cash but ending up
with a quality recording that you can release
with confidence.
Of course, there are different levels within
the levels, but generally, you' II find that the
four options listed here are at least a good
starting point.
As a final bit of advice: really think about
what you want to do and how you want to
sound.
-Brent Cole

By 1\:ris Kierulff

The day was surprisingly sunny
despite three days of continuous
rain. A perfect day for a Rock
Star softball game. I arrived at
Battersby Field with excitement
and anxiety at what was goin' to
occur in the coming hours. Shortly
after I arrived. the field saw players
I was unfamiliar with ... "Rock Star,"
with gloves in hand and decked out
SQrape together. Some of the participants
of athletics were: all the members of
Danger, local heroes Jill
.,rt:l•n dJ"rnlrn Kilmer. ''

Porcarelli from Pau! was the team captain of the other team,
appropriately named Pork. Frankie, everybody's favorite rock and roll
friend, was behind the plate calling the balls and strikes.
The exact details of the game after the line-ups were
announced are quite unclear. It wasn't a game in which it was
important to remember who was playing which base, who hit what
and in what inning. In fact, after about the 2nd inning, everybody
lost track of what inning it actually was. I don't know if anybody would
even remember the score unless wei had a picture of the scoreboard.
There were numerous bench-clearing brawls mostly induced by Frankie's horrible calls
(which were very much on purpose). Never before had anyone seen so many players
smoking on the field as they were playing and batting. However, some players' actual
athletic abilities really shined through, like Joe Hydra, who had numerous long hits and
th~{ann~blnGeJ:i~ peg~~d

from thel/egit'lning to be the M\lt? of the ga111e. A~' one·~etnt

z-Nut0 (Ben 0tboardr..Bang a song in what ~y have been,:khe 7th inning stretch about
·
hl~ tea'm ha~~g the lea& and 1then i?eing
behind. Though all of these tltil}gs
contributed to what the ~ame was, it

.~

two~~dsn'tj:;~~~:e:~:a~Yr:;; fu:,;~::

by~r<j1don:Yancey, ~¥ho(*bad everyb~y rolling throughout t~e

gafl.e. I don't

was a single person, players and 50-some spectators, who did not walk away
itb'dHt a doubt was a success, despite the minimal a.mount of
dfd notrattettd mis~ed..ot:lo!1 UJM'!1._
99~
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Close your eyes and picture yourself in a futuristic world where
nature and machines are intertwined - creating new life forms that
emanate an incredible about of energy. Now listen. The gyrating
rhythms and dreamy saxophone paint a surrealist landscape in your
mind and you can hear
the animated dialect of

Critters Buggin formed in 1992 out of kinship
to one another and to share a mutual musical
vision. Although each member of Critters
Buggin are individually committed to a myriad
of other musical involvements (with Tori
Amos, Peter Gabriel, Wayne Horvitz, Chris
Isaac, and MC 900 Foot Jesus, just to name a
few), they are dedicated to one another
beyond all others. Their dedication stems
from the sheer joy and energy they all get out
of each new jam session, album and tour. This
energy is carried through their unique
compositions. Each song takes you on a
fantastic journey filled with strange noises that
inspire the imagination. The heavy natural
rhythms coupled with high pitched distorted
choruses seem an unlikely match, but Critters
Buggin pulls all of their disjointed effects
together to form a musical masterpiece that
will make your body groove uncontrollably.
The sound of this Seattle-based band has been
called "ambient-electronic-stoner-jazz-rockgroove" but their music is much more than

"It~

futuridie rnu~k o ghtnrnQr
of hgnt from oliQoJ ot tiiQ tur~ of
0

rnu~ieollg ~0 dolgic cQ~turf

•

that- it is the lovechild of four brilliant musicians. Matt Chamberlain (currently touring
with Tori Amos as well as Critters Buggin) is
the low-key "Drum God" who puts both
passion and energy into his pulsating beats.
He runs his electronic Roland V drum set
through a variety of effects pedals to establish
the electronic foundation of each song.
Acoustic percussionist Mike Dillon brings
chaos to the steady rhythm. By adding effects
to the tabla, shakers, pieces of metal and other
random objects, Mike can achieve a synthesizer

feel. J. Bradley Houser adds a spellbinding
groove and depth through his Reverend 5string bass (which he helped design). The
melodic saxophone and bizarre samplebased sounds are supplied by Skerik. He
plays a modified Rhodes electric piano and
a nord Leed virtual synthesizer (as well as
the vocals and saxophone) through a maze
of effects. Skerik is a man through whom
cultural waves flow with osmosis-like ease.
If this seems intriguing - wait until you
experience him LIVE!
Seeing Critters Buggin live is an incredible
experience. The music stands for itself when you close your eyes you can feel the
band's energy coursing through the
amplifiers and swirling around your head .

"lrJegr~teJ furiouS' V\rorlJ-be~t rfigtfims- vvitfi S'kfo~~i~g J~zz
excurS'io~S' ~~J s-~myle-b~S'eJ fre~~ouk CritterS' Buggi~ ~re botfi off
tfie VV~n ~v-~~t-g~rJidS' ~~J yure f~rtg ~~im~k -crvrJ "t-iQV'v tvlu~k £Q\riQV'v
Although all five of their albums (all available on
Stone Gossard's Loosegroove label) are filled with
amazing studio effects and samples, the un-cut
rhythms and melodies Critters produce at a
concert are truly something to experience. The
visual performance compliments the sound perfectly. A small group of performers help the musicians
illustrate social messages and iconoclastic points of
view while dancing in outrageous outfits. The
audience is swept into this audio/visual experience
as if they were particles of water in a calm sea,
swaying to and fro as a collective unit with their
eyes glued to the stage.
If you have not yet experienced a Critters Buggin
performance, I highly recommend it. You can tell
your parents that you are engaging in a cultural
experience of the future (and you would be telling
the truth!). The musical compositions and theatrical
performance art are comparable to a night on
Broadway... only very, very different. For those of you
who have had the Critters Buggin experience, I have
no doubt you will be seeing them again.
-amy m
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To request a disability accommodation, please call ASP Pop Music at 650·2846. TTY users call the State Relay System at 1·800-833-6388 .
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No decent tale of rock n' roll ever
printed in these pages fails to jnclu:!-e
I was
mention of being drunk.
therefore drunk the last time I saw
Peter Parker play live. It's a go~d
combination. They blazed through
fifty minutes of Fugazi·soaked in<He
rock in about thirty-seven or so, closing
the set with drums on the floor, glitter
on the audience, and a guitar passing
through the hands of strangers, still
plugged in. I figured Subset (Sir Mix-abacked by the Presidents of the

USA) were gonna have their work cut
out for them to top this. I was right.
The energy is what makes this family trio
so palatable to people. For over two
1
years a growing contin'gent of Seattle area
crowds have come to Peter Parker shows
expecting a good time and something to
talk about. The Parker clan delivers.
The songs are tight and fast, peppered
with clever changes and bouncy
tension. It's fun. You could introduce
• these-folks to your parents just as easily
as you could your drinking buddies.

They formed originally in Seattle during
the summer of 1997 with Matthew Parker
on guitar and a gent named Jason playing
bass. They liked the name Peter Parker,
partly because we all have some comic
books in our past... nostalgia works, you
know? There's also the more cerebral
idea that Spider Man is not perfect. Peter
Parker, his alter ego, is innocence lost.
Hmmm. "I have a really long, involved
explanation for this question, but I just
don't have the energy to go into it right
now," Matthew claims via email. That's
okay. One is bound to like the name
regardless, and no matter how deep the
meaning, Peter Parker is ultimately a
comic book character. Steve Parker found
his way to the band via an ad soon after.
Things were happening now, oh yeah, but
then Jason decided .to quit the group for
graduate studies. Thus, the unit needed
to round out again. "Another ad in The
Stranger later and Mona was a Parker
too," says Matthew, "hence, the real
adventure began January, 1998." They
made a 7" on green vinyl soon thereafter,
wetting a handful of fans appetites. Since
then they've enjoyed a steadily rising
profile up and down Interstate 5. The
Parkers maintain humble, however.
Despite interest from big-time Seattle
music rags and some of the finest bands
the Northwest has to offer, Matthew, Steve

The band's debut CD, "Migliori!" (Magic
Palace Records) is a regal purple on the
outside. The CD itself is white with red
lettering; "Your Seal of Purity" scrawls
across the top--the plastic seal from ajar of
marshmallow cream. That gets my
attention. The album jumps and grates,
marked by clear vocals telling cryptic tales
of disenchantment, wounded sensibilities,
and defiance: "There's no way, all the
blemishes stay I Not a total surprise but
I'm older than wise I You're always
bringing me down." Peter Parker's
concern with attention is beginning to
seem like a self-fulfilling prophecy these
days. Yes, they have been contacted by
major record labels. No, they do not expect
to be the latest, greatest rock sensation from
Grunge City. "I'd rather be influential
than famous. Being comfortable would be
nice." That's reasonable.

bloody crowded. The Nevada Bachelors·true pop aficionados--started things off,
playing one of the finest performances I've
seen from them. Peter Parker stepped in
next. Now I don't want to sound too
Teen People or anything, but they looked
sharp. I mean they both rocked and
rolled, but a skirt with little mirrors on it?
That's cool. In fact, they were all
fashionably black. Attitude bled into
their songs so much that the odd woman
on a stool with her foot on the stage
nearly fell off. (I say odd only because
she claimed, among other things, that she
was the ex-wife of Nicholas Cage, a
Kennedy cousin, a mafia thug, and Keanu
Reeves. "'8MM' was about me." Okay.)
DCFC played next, once again making good
music look effortless. Having just returned
from an extended tour, the boys played a set
that'd make Bellingham proud. Harvey
Danger, tight with the Parkers from way
back when, closed the evening. It was
great to hear material from the upcoming
album that was so fresh Sean Nelson sang
his lyrics from a small journal at one point.
Really, the only let-down of the night was
finding out that The Breakroom won't let
you keep the caps when you order a Lucky
Lager. What's the sense in that?

The CD release party down at Seattle's
Breakroom in September was pretty

All of my customer service issues with
bars aside, Matthew, Steve and Mona are a

and Mona focus on the music. The
biggest surprise about local success "is
that we are considered a local success,"
Matthew tells me. "Whether your songs
top the charts or echo off your bedroom
walls, they only exist as long as someone is
paying attention." People are paying
attention to Peter Parker.

compelling trio. Off stage they're bright,
funny and good talkers. As a family of
musicians and friends they carry varying
roles. "The general consensus is that I'm
the mommy," says Matthew, "Steve is
probably the older brother. Mona is
definitely the wild teenager, although
every once in a while she's the mommy.
It's very involved." So, when Mona's the
mommy, I wonder what Matthew is.
Regardless, having an affinity for youthful
exuberance has won the Parkers a remarkably loyal all-ages fan base. They find
these shows to be most rewarding for
them, because the kids are not concerned
with rock politics. "The same kids that
love Juno also love Korn and the
Monkees." I can't help but agree myself
that open-mindedness in a scene is
refreshing; I could use some myself.
Bellingham has been particularly good for
Peter Parker. Elsinor released "The Reed

EP" in the Winter of 1998, they appeared
on the "Four Dots" compilation January
1999 (Montesano), and a there have been a
plenitude of shows all over with branches
of the Elsinor collective.
"I find
Bellingham the most relaxing, refreshing
place," gushes Matthew, "everyone's so
friendly and smart and super-supportive
of their local scene." The man would
move here if he could manage the
commute. He drove up a month ago for
softball.
Simply based on the fact that Peter Parker's
present is so encouraging, the future looks
damn decent. When it comes time to tour,
off they'll go. They're planning a split-7"
with Polecat, where they'll cover each
other's songs.
Plus, the band has
scheduled quarterly retreats to the woods
in Steve's uncle's cabin. They take two
cases of Lucky, a carton of cigarettes,
Dinty Moore stew and a pocket knife with

them, in order to more effectively create
music and plans. That was a lie. Sorry.
Honestly, they would be very happy doing
this rock thing for years to come, perhaps
all their lives. It's what stimulates them:
"If you're a moron, it's embarrassing to be
in a local rock band when you're nineteen.
If you're Dead Moon, there's nothing even
remotely embarrassing about being in a
local rock band when you're 60."
I'm not sure if I was drunk or not the first
time I saw Peter Parker play live.
remember being aware of the lights turned
low and how sweaty they all were. They
had a sense of humor, too. The audience
member who could point out which one of
them was Peter won a free t-shirt; it was
white capital letters on navy: PETER
PARKER IS A GROUP.
- Matt Garman

Come see Peter Parker and Rat Cat Hogan play the Five Gears In Reverse/Revolutionary
Hydra co-CD release show at the 3B Tavern on November 12, and catch Peter Parker again
for an all-ages show at the Showoff Gallery with Wes Dando on November 30.

Casa ue Pasa
The
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•
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BELLINGHAM' S BEST BURRITOS

Benefits of Bellingham!
Get some serious brain food during
midterms! Locals know that the place
for killer burritos is the Casa. Long
hours, huge and delicious grub and fresh
squeezed lime juice in the Margaritas
makes every study break a potential
party! Come and check out the new,
expanded Margarita bar! Across from the
Downtown Transit Depot

Get in the know... Get Burrito

•••••••••••••••
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It's 10:30pm on a Wednesday night. Railroad
Avenue is not yet quiet as small. infrequent groups
of budding alcoholics make their way to their chosen
lounges. I near Rumors Cabaret: thudding bass pronounces
its location far before any visual signs. Entering Rumors, I am greeted by a smiling
bartender, two lesbians, and a rather tall drag queen.
The drag queen, Betty Desire, makes arrangements with me for an interview after
her show. She is all smiles and excitement as she darts off to the next group of beer
drinkers and, finally, to dance. I follow her into the dance hall. And, feeling much like
an anthropologist, I sit in a corner and watch as Betty leads everyone in the Electric
Slide. Ah, the environment of the drag queen: perhaps if I survey her long enough I
will be able to find out what she eats and maybe even discover her mating habits. Too
bad I don't have a tranquilizer gun, I could have put a tracking collar on her.
Um. anyway...a hush falls on the
crowd and Betty is announced. The

WU: Quite the show.
Betty:

It's usually not so hot.

WU:

When you were in high

school. you were voted Most (Likely

show is a whirlwind of song, dance

The girl sitting on the judge's stool

and game.

Underwear clad game

has been coming to the show since it

contestants parade and dance about

started. It's her birthday tonight and

But I did participate in student gov-

the floor in attempt to win free beer.

her friends did the drag race. I had

ernment and the Thespian Club.

The audience screams. laughs and

no idea what they had planned .. .

To) ...
Betty:

I didn't get any votes.

WU: Have you ever had sex in

claps violently as a slight young man.

WU: So. first I'm going to ask

wearing no more than a leather

you my favorite little ninny question.

Betty: No.

thong, lap dances another contestant.

Ready?

WU: Where's the strangest or

Betty ends the show with her song

Betty: I can only hope so.

"Viagra" her performance enhanced

WU: What's your favorite song

by audience

members waving

arms and lighters in the air.
Betty and I find a secluded corner and after much settling (the show

to perform?
Betty: Hmmmm ... hard question.

an elevator?

riskiest place you've had sex?
Betty: The strangest place I've
ever had PHYSICAL INTIMACY. I
don't want you to put down "sex". is

I would have to say "Viagra." I wrote

in a truck parked at a Greyhound

the words and it goes over well.

Station.

was a tad more ,c razy than usual).

WU: What is your favorite food?

we're able to talk.

Betty: Lasagna.

That and underneath the

kitchen table.
WU:

Underneath the kitchen

table .. .( guess that is a little odd. I've

every Wednesday from II :30 until

never had sex in an elevator either. I

midnight.

suppose

would

have

similar

answers. It seems that vehicles come
to mind when sex is mentioned.
had. urn. physical intimacy on the
hood of my then-boyfriends sports
car. We were parked on Chuckanut
Drive at that lookout spot.

I sup-

I do have some

When I first came to Rumors.
How long have you been

WU:
Betty:

semi-seri-

ous questions for you if that's okay.
Betty takes a light sigh as if

stood on the wall. As Betty I'm able
to bring people off the walls. Betty

doing Betty?
Betty's been around

since 1995. So. four years.
WU: What got you into drag?
Betty: I've always had an interest in theater. I was in drama during
high school.

posed that's a little risky.

entertaining.

The high school I

attended was art intensive and had a

gives me a chance to give everyone a
good time. I like to talk to everyone
before and after the show. You know.
there's enough loneliness and isolation in the world.
Am I making any sense?
like I'm calming down.

great drama program. (Betty laughs)

(Betty fans herself. A handsome

I guess I've never been too main

man approaches Betty to tell her that

adjusting her mind. She focuses her

stream.

Betty is a way to survive.

he had a good time. He lingers bit.

eyes on me.

Betty is a mental vacation. I can set

casually flirting with her. then wan-

aside all my problems and everything

ders off.)

Betty: Okay.
WU:

How long have you been

doing the show at Rumors?
Betty:

One and a half years.

bad that's

happened

become Betty. Betty is a break.
I've always had an interest in

WU:

Yes. that last dance con-

testant was well suited to being halfnaked in public.

•
•
•
•
•

Betty: Oooooh.
(Another.

younger

man

approaches Betty and sits in her lap.

DO NOT bring shame on the gay and

show?

lesbian

Betty: I would like to have pro-

Betty puts an arm around him and

duction numbers with

faces him.)

singers and dancers.

Betty: Will I ever get to find out
what it's like to kiss a man with a lip
ring?

The music from the dance hall

WU: The Betty Desire Dancers.

called to the floor to lead "The Time

noticeably stops.

I would like to do more

intricate games.

(He kisses her on the lips and

Game.

like the

Dating

Betty: That's me.
We have to

sweetheart.

practice for the Rock

Show on Halloween.

WU: That would be good. Any
You get so much male

Betty is being

Warp."

I can just see it.

Man: Ah. what the heck.

WU:

community. Am I mak-

ing sense?

back-up

Betty:

leaves.)

advice for new drag queens.

Betty gets up and scuttles to the
dance floor. Her entrance is met with

Betty: I don't feel I'm in the posi-

cheers and the Time Warp is .started.

I like my male

tion to give advice. I don't think I'm

My interview with a drag queen

that good of a drag queen. I compen-

over. I have to drink and look over my

WU: What do you look for in a

sate for my weak points. I have got

field notes.

attention.
Betty:

It's fun.

attention. my friends.
man?
Betty (sighs): I don't want to say

problems. so I can't dance. but I

If there is anything that can be

incorporate a lot of audience partici-

observed of Betty, it's that she knows

what everybody says. Someone with

pation, the crowd has a better time

how to have a good time. And hey, I

a good heart. It's really difficult to be

when they're involved.

also

a boyfriend to a drag queen.

you

So that's my advice to up and

know what I value and embrace high-

coming drag queens? Weigh your tal-

er than I value sex? ... I mean every-

ents and

body likes a good blow job. but...like

weak points. Try to remember that

every human being. I would die with-

you are first and foremost an enter-

out intimacy.

tainer. This is fantasy. Try to be a

WU:

•
•
•
•
•
•

would like to change or add to your

Is there anything you

help, not a

has no mate.

compensate for your

hindrance to people.

discovered her lasagna eating

patterns and found that she currently
still wish I had a tranquilizer
gun.
-Patricia Hickson

Important Health
Information
I. Live with a senior? Protect them! Get your flu
shot! Information: Whatcom County Health and
Human Services.---738-2508
2. Adult Immunizations: Your best shot at good
health! Information: Whatcom County Health and
Human Services---738-2508
3. Vaccines prevent: influenza, pneumococcal pneumonia, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, measles, mumps,
rubella, tetanus, diphtheria, chickenpox. Information:
Whatcom County Health and Human Services 0-738-2508
4. Shots aren't just for kids! Call Whatcom Health
and Human Services for Adult Immunization information---738-2508
5. Traveling internationally? Got your shots? Call
Whatcom County Health and Human Services for
more information---676-4593
6. Chickenpox is a serious adult disease. Are you
protected? Information: Whatcom County Health
and Human Services---738-2508
7. Tetanus shots are needed every ten years. Got
yours? Information: Whatcom County Health and
Human Services---738-2508
8. Do you have liver disease? Keep up with your
shots! Whatcom County Health and Human
Services---738-2508
9. Work with seniors? Protect them! Get your flu
shot! Information: Whatcom County Health and
Human Services--738-2508
10. Kids need DTap, Hib, MMR, polio, chickenpox
before age two. Information: Whatcom County
Health and Human Services---738-2508
II. Do you have emphysema? Keep up with your
shots! Information: Whatcom County Health and
Human Services--738-2508
12. Have a chronic disease? Keep up with your
shots! Call Whatcom County Health and Human
Services--738-2508
13. Are you a health care worker? Get your flu
shots! Information: Whatcom County Health and
Human Services---738-2508
14. Do you have HIV1 Keep up with your shots!
Information: Whatcom County Health and Human
Services--738-2508
IS. Do you have diabetes? Keep up with your shots!
Information ;Whatcom County Health and Human
Services--738-2508

Orpheum and quickly made our
way through the crowded lobby
upstairs to our seats.
The
Orpheum is a very unique and
cool old theatre, with chandeliers, high ceilings, old photos &
paintings, and antique furniture.
The seats are comfy and the
acoustics are spectacular.
The opening act was a solo guitarist who sampled all his licks to
make it sound like a full band playing. It was good, but nothing could
touch the magic of Ben Harper and
the Innocent Criminals. For those
who have seen Ben, and this was my
first time, he prefers to sit in a chair
covered by an old Mexican blanket
rather than to stand. Behind him on
either side are a percussionist and a
drummer, with his bassist to his left.
The two-hour set was filled with
relics from old albums, as well as
tracks from his newest CD, Burn to
Shine. True to the rumors I'd heard,
when Ben played the song "Burn One
Down," lighters began to flicker and
sweet smells began to permeate the
air. His encore consisted of four
acoustic solo songs, with the band
coming out to finish the finale with a
Jimi Hendrix cover. I was left both

at
Ben Harper,
Burke's Church,
and the
Fall Barter Faire
Tuesday, October 12th is a day
that I will remember for a long time to
come. It was a perfect day. We drove
up to the Orpheum Theatre in
Vancouver to see the sold out Ben
Harper show. My best friend and I
had front row balcony seats that
seemed so close I could literally make
out the chords Ben was playing on his
guitar. Before the show, we stopped
and had dinner at the Naam, a healthy
vegetarian restaurant that is open 24
hours a day. They have this cool outdoor seating area that's warmed by
these big overhead heat lamps. With
our bellies full , we arrived at the
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empty and full , energized and
exhausted. I do believe Ben is my
new hero.
The rumors are true. After nineteen months care-taking the North
Forest Hall, Burke is moving out to
the county. I got to know the intricacies of that 20,000 square foot space
on very intimate levels. Sure, there's
some ghosts, but they're friendly.
And yeah, it was scary sometimes at
night, walking down the halls in complete darkness. And you bet it got a
bit lonely, especially on rainy days.
But my dog Jack and I, we managed
just fine. During my stay, we produced a variety of concerts, celebrations, and ceremonies. It felt as
though my time there was well spent
care-taking the space while the permits and future of the hall was being
refined. But, Jack needs some wide
open space to run and I could use a
break from the continual industrial
hum of GP and the clanging gas
trucks that turn onto our corner every
twelve minutes. I hope to continue
my work at the Hall to produce occasional concerts and healing gatherings. In the meantime, I am moving
out to the county and am honoring
myself with a December sabbatical to
clear my head and reflect on the
accomplishments and mistakes of my
last few years in B'harn. I intend to
visualize my hopes and dreams for
the coming Millennium. I have never
lived outside of a city before, and I
feel it's past time to get my hands
dirty, play in the dirt, plant some
food, play my cedar flute to the forest,
and spend entire days outside just
working in the garden. So, here I go!
I will miss living in the city limits and
all the little conveniences we can take
for granted. I will miss my friends
and family and I will miss the Church
that has kept me safe these past two
years. Needless to say, living in that
old church has been quite an experience.
Thank you RiverOak
Properties for such a unique opportunity!
The Fall Barter Faire carne and
went in a magical swirl of color and
sunshine. We drove through the
North Cascades in awe of the amazing display of fall colors--reds and
yellows bursting out of the lush green
tapestries of the mountain forest. The
sun was warm and comforting during
the day with the full moon gracing the
sky each evening. This year the main
stage was converted into a solar stage
provided by the River Farm. The
music was non-stop for three straight

days showcasing local, regional, and
even national talent. Notable appearances included Scott Huckabay and
Fantuzzi, who both played inspired
sets to welcoming crowds ready to
dance. My favorite moment was the
Sunday night closing that featured a
variety of stellar musicians playing
Middle Eastern style percussion and
vocal chanting while the moon rose
over the mountains surrounded by a
perfect double rainbow. I just stood
staring at the sky and thinking how
amazing life can be when you give it
a chance to show itself effortlessly. I
would guess their where over 3,000
people and hundreds of "food and
crafts vendors at the Faire. You can
literally spend hours walking the
paths in search of something you
never thought you'd ever find . I
ended up with a bag full of crystals, a
wool sweater and a comfy hand-made
hat. Melissa and I played a very comfortable set of music on Saturday
afternoon to a crowd of very smiley
faces. It was a truly magical weekend.
Let me remind you again that
Seven Loaves Restaurant and Bakery
is in full swing and ready for your
hungry appetite as you work your up
or down the mountain from a day of
skiing or snowboarding. Located on
the Mt. Baker Highway between
Maple Falls and Glacier, Seven
Loaves offers fresh, local, and organic food choices for everyone. Check
out the on-going Community Dinners
on Wednesdays and the Thursday
night Acoustic Kitchen, serving up
made-to-order pizzas and fresh
music. A full dinner menu is offered
Friday through Sunday. I speak fondly about Seven Loaves because it is a
vision manifesting for a community
of dedicated friends who believe in
the importance of healthy food, good
music, and eating together. Come
join us and you can see for yourself
the magic Kurt's Mochi or Cheryl's
chocolate torte!
Next month I'll reflect on what
it means to be a musician living in the
woods and answer the frequently
asked question, "What ever happened
to Phil Parsons and his infamous 20th
Century Folk?" Questions, comments, story ideas? E-mail Burke at
FluteHawk@aol.com Thanks for
reading and a happy fall to one and
all!
-Burke Mulvany

Ghost In The Shell
(M. Oshii, 1995)
Naked
female
assassin!
Gruesome exploding heads! . Hardly
as gruesome exploding watermelons!
Mechanized death spraying everywhere! Philosophizing about the
future o' mankind and the nature of
life!. ... ?
The first scene of this cult ani me
is of our heroine, Motoko, stripping
down (her cloaking ability apparently
doesn't work on fabrics) , executing a
graceful dive between buildings into
an office, and carrying out her hit.
From this opening, I expected eightysome minutes of blazin' battle-action,
but this flick's main message is one of
questions of identity in the next century, and where our cyber revolution
will take our natural evolution.
The year is 2029 and humans
and sentient cyborgs (shells) tensely
coexist. "Ghosts" are the programmed
life shells. Mokoto and her partners,
all shells except one, are part of
Section 9, the government's Jaw
enforcement division. They're tracking a virtual spy and cyber pirate
named the Puppet Master, so named
because he can hack into any system,
including the cyber connections
everyone uses every day as part of
their jobs, for entertainment, you
name it, and override your gray matter
with his own ghost, replacing your
will with a cyber brain, enslaving you
for his purposes. These nefarious purposes include date manipulation for
political and economic upheaval, but
it turns out he's on a much more
intriguing quest than simple power
consolidation.
Mokoto muses during her downtime about her own life: is she more
than a ghost? Does she have a soul?
She likes to dive and swim as kind of

a spiritual meditation, which her partner (also a shell) thinks if ridiculous
since her flotation servos or whatever
could blow and she's sink like a
Studebaker. He would rather not face
such existential questions, keeping to
the straightforward task of taking
down bad guys. He can offer her little
comfort, and she exasperates him, but
he helps her as much as he can. Their
relationship is vaguely reminiscent of
Deckard and Rachael's in Blade
Runner, but Jacks that intimacy; these
two trust each other implicitly and
work together but aren't lovers.
In fact, since this is such a cold
metal future, there's no romance or
sex in the story. The only hint of sensuality is the use of wet images
throughout the movie. Rain transforms the dirty streets into shimmering noir still (one cool shot is looking
down into a dark alley, the small
stream of water reflecting the bright
sky and glittering buildings overhead)
shots, with the water being the only
movement on screen. The driving,
either into water or through the air
between buildings, gives Mokoto a
sense of being part of something bigger and more real than herself. It's a
penetrating (quit that snickering,
dammit!) conscious action to become
more alive. We find out later how the
Puppet Master parallels Mokoto's diving in his own quest.
The animation is fluid and very
cinematic.
There's the sequence
showing each of the Section 9 agents
racing to the scene in their individual
cars, with no dialogue or voiceovers.
Each character is focused on only
briefly, alone in their speeding metal
shells, and although it's a fast-moving
scene, it's quiet and contemplative,
playing up the isolation of life in the
virtual future as well as any of the noir
style street scenes. An extended
sequence about the pursuit of one of
the Puppet Master's ghosts is as entertainingly done as the similar marketplace sequence in Raiders Of The Lost
Ark but adds a clever exploding
watermelons bit. The big blow out
battle with the monster tank is a fren-

Orson Welles; Citizen Kane gone
bad!
Welles didn't direct this movie,
Carol Reed did, but the Orsonator
makes his star presence known
throughout. Sweet Mama!--Orson
also nabs the coolest entrance in
movie
history(and I'm not giving it
away).
Third Man is one of the
films Welles did for quick cash to
shoot his cool, spooky adaptation of
Othello. By way of creative input,
Welles got to write his own dialogue;the rest belongs to author
Graham Greene.
Welles's
performance
is
satanically suave, · Reed's direction
fine enough, but the world of The
Third Man really begins in Greene's
writing.
Every once in a while,
there's a hot, story-driven movie
(Pulp Fiction or Scream come to
mind) that reminds Hollywoodites
that a good writer makes the backbone
of movies that provoke thought or
wit, that create unusual highs.
This
is forgotten soon enough, and it's
back to the cliche farm for regular
business. Third Man is a classy
reminder of the film writer's worth, if
said writer has worthy chops.
The movie has an interesting, Brits'
both
eye-view of Americans,
affectionate and ominous. On one
side, we have Joseph Cotten, the
good-hearted Yank, who will endure
mortal danger for a friend and who
-Roman The Destroyer.
doesn't take himself too seriously at
all. Then we have big Orson, the
He takes
Black Ops American.
himself quite seriously, and others
will suffer and die if there's a profit to
be made by it. Don't get me started
(in a college town, yet!) on the nasty
bits of American foreign policy.. .let's
The Third Man? Who the hell just say Greene's assessment of the
is the Third Man? He's that mysteri- dark side of America was accurate
ous guy who helped load the body long before it was fashionable. His
into the car; he's got answers and now take on the "good Yank", the basic
nobody can find him. Sounds like decency in American culture, also is
Hitchcock, eh? Not quite. The good; and he makes these characters
movie has a slight mystery angle, and realistic, not just types. Welles's part
it's the type of movie Hitchcock liked may seem theatrical (in a cool, bato do, but it is not a knock-off imita- BOOM sense), but that fits the story
tion. The Third Man is in a class of and the character. His villain is largits own; great performances, a good er than life, our hero is life-sized; trouWe also have martial
story, excellently shot, and a primo ble brews.
put-downs, and
script. It's 180 proof gin for cinema Jaw, merciless
buffs, rich stuff that will give you a romance in a dangerous town.
The Third Man is a prime example
damned good night if you savor it.
of what classic movies are. Go see
And no hangover.
It captures the atmosphere of it.
post-WW II Europe in perfect movie
language. Civilization is being put -Steve Meyers
back together, anything can happen,
and it's a playground for amoral ratbastards, chief of which is smiling

zy of violent explosions and speed.
There are many similarities with
Blade Runner. Both flicks deal with
cold, emotionally dead futures and
artificial life striving to be whole and
real-Motoko ever wonders if she is
simply a replicant, but Ghost In The
Shell concerns itself more with how
our cyber creations will change
humankind than if those creations can
fit into the world as it is. The big
question is will the cyber sea of information become the new equivalent of
the primeval soup we evolved from ,
and if so, what will evolve and where
will that leave us? As the Puppet
Master points out, DNA is a self-preserving program, containing genetic
memory and biological instincts, serving the function of evolution. If virtual technology can duplicate that
genetic program in a cybernetic body
and brain, down that shell become
individualized life as it gains experience and empirical knowledge? What
is the nature of life?
And hey, if your brain starts to
hurt, you still got a naked cyborg
chick packing heat and blowing crap
up! Wa-hooo!! Nuff said! Based on
the comic book series by Masamune
Shirow. Dubbed version. Plays at
midnight two weekends in a row at
the Pickford Cinema Nov. 18, 19, 20
and 26 and 27.

The Third Man
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must
make
when economy dining in
rich establishments. Do I
want
more
or
alcohol
food? Do I
want dessert
or beer? Do I
want flavors
or substance?
While I contemplated these
issues and worked the math of
tips and taxes in my head, we
were served a plate of bread and
tapanade. The lavender colored
olive spread added bite to the
herbed focaccia. These are the
reasons why the entrees are over
ten dollars, you get all the
luxurious extras: unsolicited
bread products, cloth napkins and
real metal silverware. You pay to
be served, to not bus your own
table or fill your own plastic
water glass; you pay for atmosphere. And if you know that is
why it is more expensive and
enjoy the details, then it is worth
the extra dollar or two.
Salad, an option that just
sounds cheap, runs from $4.50
for the house salad to several
meal portion salads in the $8-1 0
range. Grilled sandwiches are
$7.50 or $7.95 and come with a
refreshing red cabbage slaw. A
small bowl of soup costs only
$3.50; a large is a dollar more.
Soup and salad, my choice for the
meal, ran $6.95. Another option
is to share a 10" pizza. The three
vegetarian pizzas are $8.95, the
two chicken options cost $9.95,
and the pepperoni & sausage is a
meaty $10.50.
Since I was
paying for atmosphere, I loved
watching the chef toss the dough
and work the food in and out of
the oven with his wooden paddle.
My
dining
companion
ordered the oven fired veggie
sandwich. The satisfying portions of warm vegetables and
cheese came on thick slices of
focaccia bread. He commented
on the fullness of the flavors and
was delighted by the sunflower
seeds on the red cabbage slaw.
My tongue rejoiced with the
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~Juide-tD JDDdfood ... wuJu $10
Orchard
Street
Brewery
The whole point of this
column is to inspire people to eat
out, to enjoy the city even if they
don't have a luscious cash flow.
Under ten bucks-people can usually handle that at least once a
month. This month, instead of
reviewing a place that already
caters to the young crowd in
Bellingham, I tried to eat within
my financial limits at a finer
establishment. I chose Orchard

Street Brewery because I like
their beer.
I like local beer. Even more
than being a beer snob, I am an
advocate for local economies.
But a beer should have flavor.
These are beers you drink
because they are art, not because
you want to get drunk, although
that is an option.
I ordered a half-pint of the
Stock Ale. While enjoying its
nuttiness and looking at the
menu, I thought I was only going
to be able to drink beer for my
meal. The entrees are all over ten
dollars each. I looked over the
salads, appetizers, sandwiches,
and soups. There are choices one

OPEN EVERY DAY!
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I hearty deep flavors of the potato

mustard soup. It tasted like
autumn's rich abundance of
earthy delights. Whole leaves of
various greens provided a fresh
textured base for tomatoes,
hazelnuts
and
raspberry
vinaigrette in the house salad. I
really appreciate a salad that is
more sophisticated than iceburg
lettuce with ranch. As we talked
about poetics and politics we
pleasantly groaned over our food.
While we ate I faced a large
window into the brewery. Better
than any field trip I took in
elementary school, I g~t to see
where beer is made while I drank.
Huge metal vats stood solid and
proud while a fork lift whizzed
around the floor. The atmosphere,
however, is anything but a warehouse. The restaurant's walls are
a golden orange complimented by
the slick red tables that look like
someone spilled nail polish on
particleboard.
Pews run along
the wall with wooden chairs facing opposite. The paintings are
glassy expressions of people at a
pub. I love the mix of industrial
and art, even if it is a yuppie aesthetic. The Grateful Dead were
playing when we entered the
restaurant for lunch but then was
switched to jazz during our meal.
There's something comforting
about deep orange walls and
metal brewery equipment on a
rainy day.
It can be difficult to not feel
stifled or cheap when eating at a
restaurant outside your wallet's
comfort zone. But we all deserve
to have our senses fed as well as
our grumbling tummies . Orchard
Street was a treat, the perfect
place to spend the afternoon
talking and enjoying a meal, not
just scarfing down food. It was
not too crowded; our server was
attentive but gave us room to
breathe. The under ten dollar food
options are the same for lunch or
dinner so I would be curious to
experience the scene at dinner.
Get creative with your dining;
you don't have to eat burritos all
the time.
-Libby Chenault

push as well. He wrestled Disco
Inferno at the Halloween Havoc
PPV for the cruiserweight belt.
He lost, but you gotta remember
he's only 21. Give him a year or
so, and he'll win something.
Vampiro's contract was up
in the air recently. WCW was
trying to get him to take less
money. I guess it's all settled and
he will be back on TV on
November 1st.
As far as the other matches
go
at Halloween Havoc:
Goldberg beat Sid Vicious for the
Holy shit! What a month! A you have to know who Norman US Heavyweight belt. Rick
lot of hot news to pass on to you Smiley is to understand the Steiner beat Chris Benoit for the
faithful readers of this here humor of his situation. Norman is TV Title. Harlem Heat won the
wrasslin' column. So let's get not the hardcore type of wrestler. tag belts for the lOth time, but
The whole entire time the match then lost them the next night.
goin'.
The WCW is well on its way is going on he is screaming like a Hogan came out and laid down
to re-taking its rightful place on little girl in terror. Eventually he and threw the match against
top of the ratings war. Check this lucks out and wins the match. Sting. Sting then challenged
shit out. The WCW stole the Like last week when he had a anybody to a match. Goldberg
WFF's top two head writers. trashcan over his head, and came out and beat Sting.
(That's right, wrasslin's fake, and turned around real quick and Although it wasn't a title match,
people actually script the story knocked Triple B out, then fell on Goldberg walked off with the
lines). In his almighty cockiness, top of him for the pin.
belt. Sting then beat up the ref.
Oh yeah, this tripped me out The next night Sting was stripped
Vince McMahon forgot to have
his two head writers, Vince when I heard it. I guess that Bob of the title for beating up the ref.
Russo and Ed Ferrara, sign con- Mould is now employed by They have now started a 32 man
tracts . Russo began to get way WCW. That's right, the same Bob tournament to find a new world
too overworked and stressed Mould from Husker Du and champ. The tournament will end
working for the WWF, so he Sugar fame. He is on the creative at the Mayhem PPV in Toronto in
called the WCW to see if there team at WCW. He helps come up November. So look for Bret Hart
was any interest, and two days with story line ideas and such. I to win the belt in Canada. He
later they were both under guess Bob is a long time already beat Goldberg and won
contract with WCW. Hell yeah. wrestling fan. Hell, he ain't got the US belt last week.
What a great move for the WCW. anything else going on right now.
That's about it for the WCW.
Vince McMahon got real By the way, if you haven't ever Hopefully they will be able to
pissed off and immediately had heard Sugar before, go buy any keep the story lines going .
all of his employees sign a one of their records. They are by far They've already gained some
year no compete clause. Which one of the best bands of the '90s. ratings points on the WWF.
On to other news. Hogan is
means that if any of his employNot much going on in the
ees leave the WWF, they can't go being a big baby. Surprise! He is WWF. HHH still has the world
work for the competition for one saying that he has given WCW belt. Enough already! Give the
year. What a load of crap. I've 90 days notice. I guess the deal is belt to the Rock. He is more over
heard of 90 day no compete that he isn't happy with the right now than anybody else in the
clauses, but one year? Look's like direction that the new creative WWF. Degeneration X got back
team wants him to go. Rumor together this past week. They can't
someone's getting a bit nervous.
So Vince Russo and Ed has it that it is all a work, and that come up with new story lines, so
Ferrara took over the writing a he is going to be gone for a while they are going back to the stuff
couple of weeks back, and I have then come back and wrestle that worked in the past.
to say that the last couple of under his real name. We'll see.
The WWF is now a publicly
Kidman, Rey Jr., Eddy traded company it opened up on
Nitros have been the best that
I've seen in a really really long Guerrero, and Konnan are getting the NASDAQ a couple of weeks
time. The young cats are getting a really big push as a group ago. I think Vince raised somea push, and the story lines are called the Filthy Animals. Right thing like one billion dollars in a
making sense. The damn funniest now they've got the tag belts. day. The first day it was available
are
actually
pretty it opened up at 17, got all the way
thing they ' ve done so far is throw They
Norman Smiley into hardcore entertaining.
up to 33, and closed at 28 .
Lash LaRoux is getting a Recently it has been hanging out
matches. Oh my fucking God,
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somewhere around 26 . This
poses an interesting question .
What is there is a story line on
TV-for example, Stone Cold saying that he is leaving the WWF,
but, mind you, it is just a work.
Will that effect stock prices? Will
be interesting to follow.
Oh yeah, I almost forgot. I
guess Jeff Jarrett's contract with
the WWF ran out a couple of
weeks ago. It just so happened
that it was the day before their
big October PPV where Jarrett
was scheduled to Wrestle Chyna
for the Intercontinental belt.
Jarrett wrestled in the PPV, made
a bunch of extra money, and then
showed up on WCW Nitro the
next night. I guess the WWF
didn't want to keep one of their
more entertaining heels around
anymore. Big mistake as far as I
am concerned.
The WWF needs to get
something going on. Their shows
are getting less and less
entertaining. I really think that
the departure of Vince and Ed has
hurt them. We' ll see how it plays
out.
I am currently in the process
of reading Mick Foley's
autobiography. It's called "Have
a Nice Day: A Tale of Blood and
Sweatsocks." It's well worth the
read. It is completely written by
Mankind himself, no ghostwriter.
He wrote it on 750 pages of notebook paper during a seven week
span this past spring. As I write
this it is currently #3 on the New
York Times bestseller list. That's
right, a wrestling book. Pick it up
if you want an interesting read.
That' s about it for this
month. Still haven't heard a lick
from you idiots that actually read
this crap. I've heard through the
grapevine that there are some
hardcore readers of thi s column
out there, and for that I thank
you. You're in the know. You're
down with P. Keep it unreal.
Wooooooo!
-Sweet "m'fn" P
(If you wanna give Sweet P a piece of
your
mind,
contact
him
at
sweetp @estrus.com)

ten over and I've already got
three shots into my LV. for
I'm
fucked
up .. .
pain...
Officially loaded now, for sure .. .
The movie from the Adam West
Batman TV series is on right
now ... I'm high though, so it's
really fuzzy ... I just had coffee
and I'm waiting for the nurse to
see if I can get some more pain
medication ... I've already had
some morphine and some
demerol.
Addiction: Opiates have nothing on
digital cable!
Being that I'm a whole lot
more than accident prone (in truth,
I'm a virtual accident magnet), I've
had more than my share of pain pill
habits in the past and have also had
a few post-surgery intravenous rolls
in the hay, so to speak. And I must
say that opiates can become quite
the monkey on one's back. But.
since I love monkeys, I have never
feared the possibility of addiction to
the many cousins and bastard
children of heroin that have been
administered to me in the past (&
the present.)
Opiates are great-they offer a
godly numbness to anything and
everything that could possibly be
troubling you. The problem lies in
the addiction that so often accompanies their use. And boy, can those
cravings of addiction tum you into a
royally grumpy-ass bitch. Just ask
the doctors I've had in the past
who've provided me with enough
drugs to become dependent and
then cut me off suddenly. I'm sure
they'd tell you what a
fork-tongued asshole
I would become upon
realization that my
pill
bottle
had
become empty. It's
quite a rough spot to
be put into. It can tum
even the sweetest of
angels into a hungry
little monster with a
one track mind. Take
for instance this following true excerpt
from a recording I
made of my recent
visit to the hospital
for surgery:
"Uhhhhhhhh .. .
Ohhhhhh .. .
Ahhhhhh...
My
surgery has just got-

(door opens)
Nurse: Oh, sorry. I didn't realize
you were reporting.
"That's ok, I don't know what
the hell I'm saying anyway."
Nurse: So, how are you doing? Can
I get you anything?
"Would it be possible to get a
little bit more pain medication ...
This thing is hurtin' like hell."
Nurse: Sure. You have two choices;
first a pain pill, which I personally
don't think will do you much good,
and secondly a shot of demerol.
Unfortunately, the shot would have
to go into your hip, though.
"That's ok, I don't mind."
Upon which time I promptly rolled
onto my side, shoving my pale ass
towards the, I imagine, traumatized
man. "I trust your professional
opinion."
Nurse (laughing): Just a second and
I'll be right back with the shot.
I was so intent on becoming
even more loaded that I exposed the
poor guy to my ugly little ass
poking through the backless
hospital gown. And once I had

arrived back home and discovered television. It made me think about
that they'd prescribed me only the how TV is often attributed to
meager Vicodin, I flipped out and causing the outbursts of ADHD and
called the doctor to dispute the the short attention spans of our's
decision to only dole me out such and the previous generations. But if
wussy-ass pills. I'm sure after the kids are watching something
unloading my monologue of choice educational in nature on TV, would
words that the doctor could only that not constitute a happy medium?
describe me as quite the prick. But
Anyway, knowing that Friday
that's nothing compared to how I'm was my last full day at the house I
feeling right now. It's all similarly watched the TV for over sixteen
because of withdrawal, but rather straight hours, breaking only rarely
than piddly opiates this time I'm for the bathroom or sustenance. I
battling withdrawal from digital watched two documentaries on
cable TV.
Following my surgery
I spent a week at my parent's house recovering-and
watching a whole helluva
programs.
lot of tv
Everything from Leave it to
Beaver to the Bundesligathe German premier soccer
league. From channels such
as The Independent Film
Channel to one built from
one of my favorite shows
ever-A&E's
Biography
Channel. Compared to the
four channels I pull in with
my rabbit ears here in
Bellingham, this digital setup was a little overwhelm- 1=:::=:::=;
ing at first. I often would
forget to eat any food until six o' Hitler, one on voodoo, another on
clock rolled around and my parents John Wayne Gacy the serial killer,
called me to dinner. And in addition and even one I had already seen
to that it wasn't uncommon for me before (and which, I might add, is
to stay up until four or five in the excellent) about Colonel Harland
morning watching war documen- Sanders, who founded Kentucky
taries on The History Channel and Fried Chicken. With so much
then getting up at nine or ten and just quality programming it was bound
drinking a couple of pots of coffee to hurt when it was taken away- or
and starting the in this case, when I was taken away.
cycle all over The whole ride back to Bellingham
I was irritable with the pains of loss
again.
In just a day or and the pangs of hunger for this
so I'd become a wonderful invention called digital
bonified
TV cable. Even now as I type this my
junkie, and I hands continue to tremor and
couldn't care convulse. One thing's for sure; I
less. In fact, I could really use a TV fix.
reveled in it,
So having gone through varibecause, other ous addictions to opiates and such, I
than
the offer to you the testimony that
occasional digital cable is, by nature, much
soccer or hock- worse when it comes to kicking the
ey game (and of nastiest of habits. So kids, I beg you
course
the to avoid this digital cable stuff. Be
Simpsons),
I safe and just get an opiate habit like
was
always all the other kids.
learning new
things that I'd -K. Scott
never encountered before in
books, let alone

I'm Getting Old
You know, Bellingham has treated me
pretty well in the short amount of time that I've
been here. I've accomplished a lot of what I set
out to do. In the last month or so things have only
gotten better. I've been given the opportunity to
move into the Showoff and book shows and I was
able to write an article for a local zine, something
I had always wanted to do. So now, here I am
with my own column in Whats Up, based on the
local all ages scene no less. It's good.
Well, in last month's article we covered all
of the basics of the local all ages scene. You
should know all of the who, whats, and wheres
now. What this column is about is ail of the little
details, the happenings that go on around the all
ages scene. It will be about more than just the
upcoming shows, but it kind of is a thoughts and
perspectives column about the all ages scene. I
want people to know that there's more to it than
doing shows. So, let's begin with my first col-

umn, titled "!' mgetting old."
I'm coming up on a dilemma of sorts; I'm
turning 21 years old. What bad timing my birthday has this year. My whole life I've been looking forward to this birthday. I can finally go out
dancing any night I want, never again will I miss
the rad band that's playing at the bar, and if that
girl asks me out to get adrink, I can say yes. There
are so many pluses I can't believe it Now, I will
have what is the closest thing to total freedom you
can have in this country, but for some reason I'm
not all that excited. I'm actually kind of scared.
Up until Oct. 22nd, I would have been a
"kid" my whole life. There was still that last barrier of where age did matter. The "adults" could
go, but I couldn't, all because of a stupid thing
such as age. Didn't they understand that I was
more mature than most of the dopes that went in
there anyway? I didn't even care about drinking,
Ijust wanted to see the show. I would try to rationalize the whole situation, but it didn't matter, it
never mattered, all because of a stupid number.
Eventually, I found my comfort in the all
ages scene. I could see shows, I could dance, and
I could just be me. No one would ever question
or give a damn about my age. I could just have
fun. I loved it so much that I began doing shows
and becoming involved in the all ages scene,
ignoring the fact that bars or any place that discriminated for any reason even existed. I would
never have to deal with the frustration of being

denied again. I was even in a band that would
only play all ages shows. We would preach the
importance of it, and do anything that we could to
help out the local venues. Finally, here I am in
Bellingham, and I'm more involved in the all ages
scene then ever. Now I am literally eating, breathing, and living it. Nothing else matters or comes
before i~ and I'm scared.
I'm turning 21. I'm becoming the bastard
child of the all ages scene that I never wanted to
be. I have full access now. I'm wanting to go to
the places with an ever-increasing fervor that I
tried so hard to believe didn't exist at all. I've
found myself standing in front of the bars glaring
at the band playing inside through the window,
eating my own words. I've been waiting in anticipation of the day that is only a week away. The
final countdown has begun, and I'm getting worried that once I cross that line, and I experience the
life that I've been denied for so long, that my heart
won't be in it anymore. I'll go down the same
road that many have before, losing site of where I
came from and the struggles that came before, all
because I was fmally given access to the thing I
loathed, but secretly wanted.
Honestly, I don't think it will happen. I'm
sure the excitement of having a higher number
attached to my name than those of most of the
people that go to shows at my house will wear off
when I realize that I don't have enough money or
time to support the habit of going,anyway. I've

pretty much put myself in a situation where I
don't have much choice but to keep fighting the
good fight and keep pretending that I'm stilll6.
I never wanted to grow up at all, and I'm fighting it all the way. By the time you read this, my
birthday will have come and gone, and this
whole fright issue would probably be way over.
It was just bugging me, that's all.
As far as happenings in the all ages
scene go, it's really been rocking! The shows at
the showoff have been good. The bands have
been extremely happy. From what I've heard
things have been going well at the Humdinger
and the college as well. Even though the rock
star softball wasn't too much of a success monetarily, it was a hell of a good time. Shame on
the lot of you for missi.ng it.
I just want to say one last thing before I
go. The flyers being put out by the Humdinger
and Jacob Covey have been amazing. You
guys have been kicking some serious ass.
If you have any comments or questions
about this column or the all ages scene in general, feel free to write me at these addresses:
1210 C. St. Bellingham, WA 98225,
Franki_chan@ hotmail.com
-Frankie Chan

LITTLE GREEN
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Bor.12th
If you're a music lover, this is the
night. November 12th is one of the
best nights of music that this town
has scene in a while. Check out
some of the aaion.

38 T'arera
- Peter Park, The Revolutionary
Hydra, Five Gears in Reverse, Rat
Cat Hogan
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Five Gears and the Revolutionary
Hydra come back to their old
stompin' for a CD release party and
they bringing up two of the better
pop bands in Seattle
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- Critters Buggin

FUNNY (IN A BAD WAY)
T Two

f;.

men meet
·a chat
on a mountain road in A fghanistan.

BY

K

SCOTT

There's simply not a lot you can
say about Critters, except, Wow. This
band is guaranteed to blow you
away.

Crocodile Cafe (seattle)
-The Monkeywrench, Fireballs of
Freedom

The Monkeywrench (Estrus) play
a rare show. If you feel like headin'
out of town, this is the place to go.
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ANNA'S

fRIDAY

5th
SATURDAY

6th
THURSDAY

I I th
fRIDAY

12th
SATURDAY

13th
THURSDAY

Live

PAUL SoRENSON
TRIO

Live

FIRM RooTS jAZz
ENSEMBLE

Music

Live
Music

Live

26th
SATURDAY

27th

SHARPIE
EUREKA fARM

LIVE MUSIC

MAKTUB

LIVE MUSIC

MxlNIAiN
NEW WAVE
DANCE PARTY

OPEN
MIC

BILL MAcDoNOuGH
5 GEARS
THE REv HYDRA
TRIO
PETER PARKER

I

THE
PICKFORD

RUMORS

SPIKE AND
MIKE'S CLASSIC TECHNO WTIH
ANIMATION FEST DjQ-BNZA

TUART S

Swil
Kanim

SPIKE AND
Bruce
MIKE's CLASSIC TECHNO WTIH
ANIMATION FEST Dj Q-BNZA Williams
SPIKE AND
MIKE's CLASSIC
ANIMATION FEST
EARTH

LIVE MUSIC

EV

UP &UP

THE
WILD
BUFFALO

LiVE
MUSIC

HAVILAH

LIVE
MUSIC

Stories o
Thanks

TECHNO WTIH

DjQ-BNZA

I

DOWHTOWHJOHHHY'I(DTJ)

THE fACTORY

(FAC) 'THE

ROYAL (ROY)

IDTJ) - DJ· (FAC) - DJ
(ROY) - DANCl PARlY

Linda
(DTJ) - LADIES NICI!T w/ OJ • ~AC)- DJ
Hornbuckle
(ROY) - DANCl PARJY

Men
w/out
Pants

(DTJ) - OJ • (FAC) - Hw HOP

IDTJ) - DJ· (FAC) - DJ

(ROY) - RlQUlSlS

Swil
Kanim

LIVE
MUSIC

THE ATLANTICS

Carolyn
Cruso

LIVE
MUSIC

Blues
Union

(DTJ) - LADIES NIG!f W/ DJ • ~AC) - DJ

The Duffy
Bish~
Ban

(DTJ) - OJ • (FAC) - HIP HOP

(ROY) - DANCl PARlY

LIVE MUSIC

FIRM RooTS jAZz
ENSEMBLE

NEW WAVE
DANCE PARTY

OPEN
MIC

PAUL SoRENSON
TRIO

THE REAL
KIDS

THE THIRD
MAN

Swil
TECml WTIH
DJQ-BNZA Kanim

Neil A
Kola

River
Talk

(DTJ) - DJ· (FAC) - DJ

LIVE MUSIC

jOHNSAVAGE
TRIO

FED X
TI-ESIAASIPN:lm

LIVE MUSIC

THE THIRD
MAN

Kaleah

DjQ-BNZA

LIVE
MUSIC

Steel
Blu

JDTJ) - LADIES NICiil W/ OJ • ~AC) - D

Music
CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

Live

RoB REEFSCHLAGER
QUARTET

TBA

GoRDON GRDINA
TRIO

PULLTAB
PLAYBOYS

Live

Music

25th

J

,-M.w.-~

fiREBALLS OF
fREEDOM

19th

THURSDAY

FATHER
1
OHN S

TAVERN

··,•»

GRANT WILSON
TRIO

Music

Music

20th

38

BARRY ULlMAN TRIO

Live
Music

'

I

Music

18th

SATURDAY

THE
CALUMET

M
I Is ' I I
"'--.?--

Live

Live

Music

Live
Music

EARTH

EARTH

~

LIVE MUSIC

LIVE MUSIC

TECHNO WTIH

DjQ-BNZA

THE THIRD
MAN
HAPPY, TEXAS

Amelia
Vv'hite

EV

TECHNO WTIH

(ROY) - RlQUlSlS

(ROY) - DANCE PARJY

(ROY) - DANCl PARlY

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

TECHNO WTIH

Swil
Kanim

LIVE
MUSIC

The
Chryslers

(DIJ) - DJ· (FAC) - DJ

TBA

LIVE
MUSIC

Kathi
IDTJ) - LADIES NICI!T W/ DJ ' ~AC) - DJ
(ROY) - DANCl PARJY
McDonald

DjQ-BNZA
HAPPY, TEXAS

(ROY) - DANCE PARlY

TECHNO WTIH

DjQ-BNZA

(ROY) - DANCl PARJY

WITH

THE ROYAL- SWING
RUMORS -

DJ REQUEST

fACTORY • FUNK FACIURY
STUART'S •

I.JvE jAZZ

Nov. 6TH Nov. I
SHOW

SHOW

CATHEDERS
CucKOO

GLORIA
RECORD
ANTARTICA
GUESTS

OFF

MEGABRATS

•

OFF

fACTORY • Col.u:GE NIGHT
THE 38 • FUNK DJ
THE ROYAL - HIP - Hor
RUMORS - DRAGRACE

D

Tfole
MINDERS
MY LITTLE
BROTHER

PAC

Nov. 18TH Nov. 19TH

Nov. 12TH
l£NOLA

ANANDA

Sunday Nov. 14th
Kartik Seshandri

VIKING
UNION

VIKING
UNION

CRITTERS
8UGGIN

ISOTOPE 227
GUESTS
MARTIN
AUXILIARY

fAIRHAVEN

(WWU)
POLECAT
GUESTS

Dec.

JRD

SHOW

OFF

POLECAT
I & GNs
WUSSIEBEAT
WES DANDO UP THAT

If you want people to know about
your band, just advertise in
What's Up.
Ads start as low as $15.00*

